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A Frostian frame
of mind

R

ROBERT FROST AND A WALK IN THE WOODS — a lovely
thought to have while reading Edition. I’m in a
particularly Frostian frame of mind, writing these
words while looking from a picture window at Lake
Huron and flocks of geese skidding along the waves.
Frost didn’t cart his laptop along with him, as I have,
but the woods outside my cabin door are similar and
soon I’ll also walk.
Ken Weinberg’s article on Creative correctness
gives us Frost as well as a chance to ponder how our
creativity is expressed. Mary Allen reviews the new,
creative rendition of Strunk and White’s The Elements
of Style, alive with graphic illustrations. Members
respond to the question “Why did you become an
editor?” with astute reflections on this road taken. We
also include Freya Godard’s Grammar food for thought
and other peculiar-to-editing columns.
Perhaps during the weeks ahead—which include a
holiday—you’ll rest your feet after a walk in the woods,
or even along the city pavement, and enjoy this issue
of Edition. We are taking a break in January, but will
return with a frosty February issue. (I couldn’t resist!)
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Desert island read?
By Irene Peters

W

rather be stranded with on a desert island?
This wasn’t our intended theme at the October meeting; however, it
soon became the litmus test to determine which reference books our
panel of seasoned editors just couldn’t live without. Members of the
panel were Elizabeth d’Anjou, freelance editor; Kathryn Dean, freelance editor;
Avivah Wargon, production editor “who primarily directs traffic but has editing
questions still”; Jennie Worden, freelance editor; Lee d’Anjou, editor emeritus and
lifetime member of EAC Toronto; and Stephanie Fysh, former scholar turned
trade editor. Each member shared her “couldn’t live without” reference choices.
These books include the Nelson Canadian Dictionary (Elizabeth d’Anjou); Editing
Canadian English (Kathryn Dean); The Handbook of Good English (Lee d’Anjou);
The Chicago Manual of Style and The Careful Writer (Avivah Wargon); Oxford Guide
to Canadian English Usage (Jennie Worden); and Garner’s Modern American Usage
(Stephanie Fysh). Some of these books may no longer be in print, but may be
ordered online at www.amazon.com. A brief explanation of each source’s merits
follows.
• Nelson Canadian Dictionary: The advantage of the Nelson Canadian Dictionary is
that it adopts a common approach to all words with similar endings, such as
–lled versus –led. In the Canadian Oxford Dictionary the first spelling listed is the
one most commonly used in Canada, which results in occasional inconsistencies
between the preferred spellings of words that are similar in structure. The
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HICH BOOKS WOULD YOU

Past Program report
usage notes
book provides a
in the Nelson
great survey of
Canadian
the mechanics of
Dictionary
writing!
explain things,
The Chicago
such as when
Manual of Style:
to use whatever
The 15th edition
and what ever,
introduced new
and it even
Canadian-usage
has maps.
errors of the
previous editions.
• Editing
Canadian
These errors
Editors (left to right) and their “couldn’t live without” reference choices:
Lee d’Anjou, Jennie Worden, Kathryn Dean, Stephanie Fysh, Avivah
English:
were graciously
Wargon,
and
Elizabeth
d’Anjou.
Members of
acknowledged
the Editors’ Association of Canada
based on a letter our organization wrote
wrote it, and it is therefore considered
to The University of Chicago Press, which
to be the Canadian editing bible. All the
is still posted on EAC’s Web site (www.
information is in one place and is easy
editors.ca/securefiles/EACChicagoComments_
to access, which helps when meeting
Feb041.pdf). The latest edition has a good
deadlines. Its French–English content is
explanation of production, but the index is
useful (for example, is it George Erasmus
quirky, and queries may take more time to
or Georges Erasmus?).
look up than can be reasonably charged to
the client. Avivah asked, “How much can
• The Handbook of Good English by
Edward D. Johnson: This is basically a
you charge your client for not being Lee
grammar book, but every copy editor
d’Anjou?” Hmm, good question.
needs a good grammar book––there
• The Careful Writer by Theodore Bernstein:
is always that one sentence that is
This book is written in clear yet
questionable and some publishing
humorous language. Bernstein is very
houses will request a reference source
clear on one point in particular: an
for every editorial change. The Handbook
author’s style must be respected. If there
of Good English is (1) detailed enough to
isn’t a good reason to change something,
make a point clear, (2) funny without
leave it the way it is. Bernstein advises
being cutesy, and (3) practical in its
to never, ever make significant changes
advice (for example, to be careful when
in the document without consulting the
applying were in the subjunctive and with
author first.
• Oxford Guide to Canadian English Usage:
gerunds taking the possessive). This
DECEMBER
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Past Program report
This guide is readily available with
current editions, and applies to
Canadianisms in particular. Its one
drawback may be that it is skewed
towards periodicals rather than
textbooks. However, it is compiled
by researchers (Queen’s University
academics) who identify their sources
and make clear distinctions that other
sources do not, for example among
terms such as the Dene, Inuit, Métis
and First Nations. Jennie said that
when The Chicago Manual of Style and
Editing Canadian English fail her, she
goes to this book.
• Garner’s Modern American Usage
by Bryan A. Garner: This guide
is particularly useful for Canadian
publishers, authors, and editors
for the American trade market.
Garner claims that usage really
is an “aesthetic judgement.” He
then provides several options,
thoroughly discusses all sides, and
gives permission for the editor
to choose one. Garner’s usage
recommendations are based on a
larger database than most other
researchers and indicate the direction
that language is taking. He claims
that although Americans resist
the singular they, the British do
not. Garner expects that, in time,
Americans will yield to the singular
they. Stephanie always looks forward
to the next edition of Garner’s Modern
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American Usage to see what’s coming
down the pipe.
• Greg Ioannou, in absentia, voted for
The Cambridge Guide to English Usage
and seconded Stephanie Fysh’s
choice. No one chose Fowler’s
“fouler” (Fowler’s Modern English
Usage, 3rd edition) except to say that
if one wanted an opinionated guide
to English pronunciation, Fowler
was the go-to book. Otherwise,
well.... A query from the floor
regarding Web site usage. There was
a consensus that Web site writing
is evolving with standards unique
to the constraints of its medium.
For example, while one might
hyphenate first-aid in standard text, it
would be unhyphenated on a Web
page, as hyphens don’t work well in
Web-based writing.
The meeting was a raucous occasion
with a number of playfully helpful (and
not-so-helpful, but playful nonetheless)
interjections from the panel and the
audience. Let’s face it, grammar can
be intriguing—heck, grammar can be
(uh) sexy, yeah! As someone from the
panel laughingly remarked, “Love this
group—we have bedtime stories for
grammar groups.” [[][[
Irene Peters
irene.peters@rogers.com
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Meeting schedule and new members information
Your Toronto branch

For your diary pages
Executive meetings

General meeting

Monday, December 10, 2007

Monday, January 28, 2008
6:45 PM New members Q & A
7:30 PM Welcome and announcements
7:45 PM Program: What about those seminars…
In 15-minute roundtable discussions, ﬁve or six
instructors from upcoming and recent seminars
describe their seminars to a circle of participants and answer any questions about content,
structure, who would beneﬁt from participating,
etc. Then the “audience” moves to other presenters, who repeat their presentations. If things
go as they did last year, we expect to be able
to ﬁt in three rounds in the hour allocated to the
program.
9:15 PM Business meeting
Location: 23 Prince Arthur Avenue
Members free / non-members $5

Monday, January 14, 2008
6:30 PM
EAC ofﬁce, 27 Carlton Street, Suite 502
All members welcome
RSVP: toronto_br_secretary@editors.ca

Welcome new members...
As of November 1, 2007, the Toronto branch had 691 members: 341 voting
(includes 6 emeritus and 2 lifetime members), 298 qualifying (formerly
associate category), and 42 student members. Fifteen people joined since
October, and three members identiﬁed themselves as francophone. The new
members are:
Andrey Caric
Renata Chambers
Ian Conway
Lynne Elizabeth Currie
Emily M. Dockrill
Anne Godlewski
Heather Guylar
Karin Joeveer
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Carolyn Ruth Jongeward
Elske J. Kuiper
Amy E. Leask
D. Ruth McKeown
Orde Morton
Katy Laura Searl
Margaret Turner

Hotline report and registration
Hotline Report

November 2007

Members registered

18

Clients registered:
Hotline opportunities

2
Non-Fiction book—Historical/
Political/Colonial India
Editorial Indexer for High School
Math textbooks

Clients registered:
Broadcast opportunity

1
Bilingual Project Editor (CGACanada)

Hotline Registration
Clients call to be matched with branch members who
have registered with the Hotline for work.
When you register, please note these guidelines:
If you are listed in the EAC Directory of Editors
(print or online), note any changes to your listing.
If you are not listed in the Directory and have
not previously registered with the Hotline, send
your résumé in Directory or Hotline style. You
can find guidelines to the Directory format at
www.editors.ca/hire/ode/search_tips.html. Hotline
style follows the Directory format. However, you
may include as many interests as you wish and
write your profile in point form.
Please limit your résumé to one page.
If you have registered before, send your résumé
only if it has changed.
Hotline registration begins on the first of each
month. Please contact the branch every month to be
listed again.
Telephone: 416 975–5528 Fax: 416 975–5596
toronto@editors.ca (.rtf attachment; subject: Hotline)

DECEMBER
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Executive news

Branch co-chair report

T

HIS IS BUDGET TIME.

The Toronto branch
met on November 19 to set its annual
budget, and the National Executive met
in Toronto on November 24 and 25 to
set its annual budget, as well as to discuss national
issues.
The Prairie Provinces branch (PPB) has a
number of EAC “twigs” in different cities. A
couple of independent editors’ associations
also exist out west, as well as EAC’s Saskatoon
branch. The PPB chair, Peter Roccia, has been on
a “presidential tour” this fall to explore issues and
collaborative activities with them all. An interesting
time out west, particularly as PPB is getting set to
host the 2008 EAC Conference.
The Professional Standards Committee has
asked EAC members to participate in a Professional
Editorial Standards survey to help update EAC’s
professional editorial standards. The deadline for
your participation was November 30.
The National Capital Region is doing some work
with EAC’s Strategic Plan. Look for an article
about this in the Fall issue of Active Voice, printed
on November 26.
That’s all the news I have for now! [[][[
Mary Anne Carswell
Toronto Branch Co-chair and
Toronto Branch Representative to the
National Executive Council
toronto_br_chair@editors.ca
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Professional development
December seminars
Thank you to everyone who made the fall seminar season a success—instructors,
on-site volunteers, Professional Develpment Committee members, and all of you
who attended seminars. Three workshops sold out—Plain Language, Grammar
Rules and Myths, and Copy Editing: A Hands-on Introduction—and we held
our first seminar in Guelph. But the season isn’t over yet! You can catch these
workshops in December.
Writing and Editing Advertising, Sales, and Marketing Materials with Paul Lima
Thursday, December 6, 10 AM to 5 PM
According to Paul Lima, the biggest mistakes in writing copy come before the writing.
For effective copy, you need to define your target audience, your purpose, and the
desired action. In this seminar, Paul will teach the importance of the prewriting process,
provide strategies to free up your creativity, and get you to write persuasive, effective
copy. Participants will receive a detailed list of questions to ask clients before writing
or editing promotional copy. Paul Lima has been a professional writer and writing instructor for more than 25 years.

Editing Illustrative Material: Figures, Tables, and Art (NEW!) with Camilla Blakeley
Saturday, December 8, 9:30 AM TO 4 PM
Editors can encounter visual material in all kinds of documents—books, reports, and
journal articles. How do you edit a picture or a graph? Is a map appropriate for
the text? Instructor Camilla Blakeley will lead you through the skills that fall beyond
straight text editing. And there is a need for people with these skills. “This is a brandnew seminar, devised because as a managing editor, I find that this is an area in which
many editors lack training.”
While open to all editors, “[the workshop] should especially appeal to those who
are at a midlevel and want to win more complex projects from their clients.” Camilla
Blakeley is currently managing editor at the Toronto office of UBC Press and has won the
Tom Fairley Award for Editorial Excellence.
To register, please visit our Web page at www.editors.ca/branches/toronto/seminars
or contact the EAC Toronto branch office at 416 975-5528.
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Creative correctness
by Ken Weinberg

Our Age of Anxiety is in great part
the result of trying to do today’s job
with yesterday’s concepts.
– Marshall McLuhan

D

about think tanks? In Canada we have C.D. Howe
Institute, The Fraser Institute, Canadian Policy Research Networks, and
Caledon Institute of Social Policy, to name just a few. These think tanks are
forerunners of a creation industry that conducts creation-related business
for other companies. Author Alvin Toffler foresees a wave of creation intensification
rippling throughout the whole of society in the same way we have rushed to become an
information society.
But creativity is more than big business. Indeed, creativity is a concept that means
different things to different people. It may evoke images of great works of art and
brilliant poems. Or is it something that everyone possesses—a streak of inventiveness
that allows people to come up with personal solutions to personal problems? Like what to
do when you are in the midst of that next substantive edit.
We all have a great potential to be creative. Research in the last 45 years has shown that
creativity is largely independent of intelligence and education. As well, creative talent can
be developed, modified, and increased with training.
O YOU EVER STOP TO THINK

Creating
Creating, in the purest sense, is to produce something out of nothing. It may not be
a painting, a novel, or a musical composition—the products we usually associate with
“creativity.” It may be a beautiful, functional kitchen, a computer program, or good
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health. Yet achieving these ends requires
the same skills that the painter, novelist,
or musician use in completing their
masterpieces.
Creating is more than just freeing the
mind from blocks or constraints. It’s
imagining what you want to create and
bringing what you imagine into reality. To
do that, you need to adopt a structure
that supports creativity. Instead of asking,
“How do I get this unwanted situation to
go away?” it would be better to ask, “What
structure should I adopt to create the
results I want to create?

Structure
The structure of a creation refers to its
fundamental parts and the function of
individual elements in relation to each
other and to the whole. Some structures
are physical, such as bridges, buildings,
tunnels, or stadiums. Some structures are
nonphysical, such as the plot of a novel, or
the form of a symphony. Whether physical
or nonphysical, any structure is made up
of parts that relate to one another. When
these parts interact, they set up tendencies,
in other words, inclinations toward
movement.
Movement is a tendency to change
from one state into another state. Some
structures tend to move, whereas others
tend to remain stationary. Structures
that tend to remain stationary consist of
elements that hold each other in check.
For example, a wheelchair has a greater

tendency toward movement than a rocking
chair.
The underlying structure determines the
tendency to move. Creating results requires a
structure that has a tendency to move.
Many structures don’t move; they oscillate.

Path of Least Resistance
Like electricity in a wire and water in a
river, energy moves along a path of least
resistance.
When I lived in Boston, I asked a native
Bostonian why the roads were so winding.
The reason was that the roads were once
paths created by the cows as they wandered
through the fields. They took the path of
least resistance; you got where you are in
your life right now by moving along the path
of least resistance.
The underlying structure of our life
determines the path of least resistance.
You may try to change, and there is no
shortage of ways to change, but change will
often have only temporary effect. You can,
however, learn to recognize the structures at
play in your life and change them so that you
can create what you really want.

Creative Orientation
If you want to be more creative, you need
a structure that encourages creativity. The
structure that encourages creativity is based
on a creative orientation. The characteristics
of this orientation are:

DECEMBER
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Creating step by step
1. Desiring for the creation to exist.
2. Creating with no sense of obligation.
3. Focusing on the result, not the process.
Ask “What do I want to create?” without
regard to “Is it possible?”
And don’t worry about why you are
creating. Robert Frost captured the spirit of
creating when he said, “All great things are
done for their own sake.”

Creating Step by Step
The first two steps of creating are:
1. Conceive the result you want to create:
Creators start at the end, with an idea.
The idea can range from general to
specific.
2. Know what currently exists, and do it
objectively: It’s very important not to
misrepresent current reality. Only an
accurate awareness of reality and an
accurate awareness of your vision will
enable you to form structural tension
as an important part of the creative
process.
The combination of the first two steps,
the vision (the result you want to create)
and the Current Reality (what you now have)
create a Structural Tension. Properly formed,
this structure will move you towards
resolution, and you will create the vision
you want.
Here’s a personal example to illustrate:
I desired to create a way to arrive on time
to work in the morning. The result was easy
enough to conceive: I wanted to get to work

14
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by 8:30 AM. When I didn’t get to work on
time, I always had an excuse: the traffic was
bad, I wasn’t that late, everyone else was just
as late as me...and so on. Unfortunately, this
wasn’t an accurate reality. When I started
keeping a record of my trip to work, I
realized the reason I was late was because I
left home so late. The reality was now more
accurate, structural tension was formed,
and movement toward resolution began.
The third step of creating is:
3. Take action.
A journey of 1000 miles begins with a single
step. — Lao Tzu
The moral of this quote is to begin. An
intention is just a desire until it is put into
action. This may seem obvious, but taking
the first step is often not easy, especially
when it is novel or risky. Some actions you
take will help you move directly to the result
you want, but most will not. The art of
creating is often in your ability to adjust or
correct what you have done so far. Creators
are able to develop an economy of means.
This generally happens over time, and the
more you create, the more chance you have
to develop your own instincts.
The fourth and final step of creating is:
4. Learn the rhythm of the creative
process: Germination, Assimilation,
Momentum, and Completion.
Germination
By making choices about results you want

Creative correctness
to create, you activate the seeds of
your creation. Making choices may
seem difficult at first, but it gets
better with practice. A composer
makes thousands of choices about
notes and voices. But how does he
choose? With your results in mind,
make Fundamental, Primary, and
Secondary choices.
A Fundamental choice is a choice
in which you commit yourself to a
basic life orientation or basic state of
being, e.g., “I choose to be happier.”
(When you say it aloud, it takes on
germinational energy.)
A Primary choice rests on
Fundamental choices and is a choice
about major results, e.g., “I choose
to hang around with people who are
more fun to be with.”
And a Secondary choice helps you take
a step forward toward your Primary
result, e.g., “I’m going to call up my
friends who are fun and go out with
them.”
These choices are the key to the
first part of the creative rhythm:
Germination.
After Germination, Assimilation occurs
Here the creation begins to take on
a life of its own. It’s a subtle change.
Energy moves from internal to
external and leads to the next phase.

Momentum
Not only is the creative process a reliable method for
producing the results you want, but it also contains the
seeds of its own development.
Completion
Acknowledge the results you have created, and
recognize them as complete.
You are now ready to create again.

Final Words
If creating seems like a chore to you, I suggest you
learn the steps of creating, especially
• Use the proper structure.
• Make choices.
• Love what you create. [[][[

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverge in a wood, and I
Took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.
– Robert Frost
Ken Weinberg
Toronto Branch Co-chair
toronto_br_chair@editors.ca
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rammar food for thought
An editor’s observations on grammar and usage

Pet peeves

This month’s column is a collection of miscellaneous pet peeves and
various mistakes that have recently caught my eye, especially during
several weeks spent working on government documents.

by Freya Godard

anada. I am tired of the tedious repetition of
Canada––as in western Canada, Atlantic Canada, and
central Canada—in news stories and weather reports.
It simply isn’t natural for people discussing events in
their own country to keep repeating the name of the country. The
normal expressions are THE WESTERN PROVINCES, THE ATLANTIC
PROVINCES, or ONTARIO AND QUEBEC (if that’s what central Canada
is supposed to mean), and so on. In fact, the constant repetition
of Canada implies that the speaker is not in Canada or is speaking
to an audience of non-Canadians. I suspect that this usage was
deliberately promoted by the Chrétien government at a time
when the very existence of Canada seemed threatened by Quebec
nationalism and that it then began to be parroted by the media.

C

panicked. When an adjective is needed to describe people who
have panicked, the most idiomatic choices are PANICKY and PANICSTRICKEN, rather than PANICKED.
identify. An examination of the invoices identified several questionable
expenditures. If IDENTIFY is replaced by FIND, DISCOVER, or REVEAL,
four syllables can be reduced to three, two, or even one. In some

16
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Grammar food for thought

(in)appropriately. Forcing disaffected teenagers
to stay in education or training till they are 18 will
divert resources from those who do want to learn
and result in schools being used inappropriately as a
child-sitting service. Delete INAPPROPRIATELY. It
adds five useless syllables to the sentence.
in place. Our department needs to have policies
and procedures in place to manage our workload
more efficiently. Delete IN PLACE.

Can

ada

Canada

Canada
Canada
Canada

a

effectively. XYV Communications, Torontobased leader of business-to-business publications,
is searching for an Editor to effectively manage
the editorial and production functions for all
print and Internet publications. At first glance,
EFFECTIVELY, which is splitting an infinitive,
seems to need moving, but a better solution
would be simply to delete it.

enable. Except in computer talk, ENABLE needs
to be followed by an infinitive; that is, you
enable someone to do something or something
to happen. So this sentence is not correct: The
procedure enables the comparing of admissions data
from every hospital in the province. ENABLES should
be replaced by PERMITS, ALLOWS, or perhaps
FACILITATES.

an
ad

indicate that. Many municipalities indicated
that they would appreciate additional guidance.... In
sentences like that, I always replace INDICATE
THAT with a shorter or more precise word,
such as TELL (us), SAY, or INFORM (us). In
Table 2 indicates that..., a better replacement
would be SHOWS. In Our analysis indicated
that..., possible replacements are FOUND,
REVEALED, and DISCOVERED.

mandatory requirements. This expression
has become so common in government
writing that some editors let it pass. One writer
explained to me, when I suggested he omit
MANDATORY, that he wanted to distinguish
between mandatory and optional requirements.

C

sentences, such as Identify the correct number
in each of the following questions, a better
replacement would be CHOOSE.
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Grammar food for thought
on a timely basis. For years I have
been changing expressions like ON
A DAILY BASIS or ON A REGULAR BASIS
to EVERY DAY or REGULARLY, but in
a government document I recently
encountered a phrase that was new
to me: ON A TIMELY BASIS. Though
TIMELY has no adverbial equivalent, ON
A TIMELY BASIS can often be replaced
with PROMPTLY.
replace, substitute. If you delete
a comma and use a semicolon
instead, you have REPLACED the
comma with a semicolon, or you
have SUBSTITUTED a semicolon for the
comma. But more and more often I
see REPLACE incorrectly used in place
of SUBSTITUTE.
sojourn. Some writers, perhaps
misled by the second syllable,
mistakenly take SOJOURN to be a
synonym for journey. It is not: a
SOJOURN is a temporary stay.
time that. In the expression IT’S
TIME (THAT), the verb in the following
clause needs to be in the subjunctive,
for example: It’s time (that) our political
leaders began [not begin] taking global
warming seriously.

learning curve. This expression is an
example of what Fowler calls “popularized
technicalities,”1 and as with many of that
genre, the speaker or writer often forgets
what the term actually means. Imagine a
graph on which time is represented by the
horizontal axis and the amount of learning or
the number of things learned is represented
by the vertical axis. If a large amount of
learning takes place in a relatively short time,
there is a lot of upward movement on the
graph, but not much movement to the right;
hence the line, or “curve,” is steep; conversely,
if much less is learned in the same length
of time, the curve is shallow. So a person
who has a new job and IS THEREFORE FACING
A STEEP LEARNING CURVE will learn the new
work very quickly, though that is not what the
writer meant to say. In fact, it’s quite common
to see LEARNING CURVE used as if it were a
mountain to be climbed.
time in as many. Unthinking or
inexperienced writers can be so fearful of
repetition that they will use a circumlocution
to avoid even an imaginary repetition: FOR
THE SECOND TIME IN AS MANY DAYS (MONTHS,
ETC.). [[][[

Freya Godard
godard@colcomm.ca
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The term appears as the title of an entry in both editions of A
Dictionary of Modern English Usage.

Book Review

THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF
Strunk & White’s CLASSIC
The Elements of Style
Reviewed by Mary Allen
The evolution of Strunk and White’s style guide classic demonstrates that a work
can improve with each revision. A slim volume, first published in 1918 by William
Strunk Jr., professor of English at Cornell University, The Elements of Style outlined
“a few essentials, the rules of usage and principles of composition most commonly
violated” to “lighten the task” of writing plain English for students and instructors
alike.1 Revised by William Strunk and Edward A. Tenney in 1935,2 the book was
reworked in 1959 by E.B. White, an editor at The New Yorker magazine and former
1
2

Strunk, W. Elements of Style 1st edition. Ithaca, NY: W.P. Humphrey, 1918.
The second edition was published as The Elements and Practice of Composition.
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student of Strunk at Cornell. For the third
edition, White added a chapter entitled
“An Approach To Style,” his personal list
of “gentle reminders” concerning style
that both supported and supplemented
Strunk’s “commands” of correct usage.3
Updated twice more by White, the 1979
edition included an introductory essay
based on a piece White had written earlier
for The New Yorker, which described his
intent to “enlarge the scope” of the book
while preserving the “flavour of Strunk’s
discontent.” White expressed his heartfelt
admiration for Strunk’s positive approach
to writing English, for his certainty, and for
his boldness of spirit. After White’s death,
a fourth edition appeared. It contained a
foreword penned by White’s stepson, sports
writer Roger Angel explaining updates
to the text, such as the inclusion of word
processors and air conditioners, a glossary and
index prepared by Robert DiYanni, and
Angel’s very human portrayal of White’s
ongoing search for clarity in his writing.
The most recent edition of the book
was released in 2005 with yet another
improvement—the text from the 1999
edition was illustrated by the talented visual
artist Maira Kalman.
Over these iterations, “Strunk and White,”
as the book has become known, has sold
over ten million copies, serving as an
essential reference for writers of all varieties
3
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Strunk W. Jr. and White, E.B. The Elements of Style,
illustrated by Maira Kalman. New York, NY: Penguin
Press, 2005.
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(excluding advertisers and e-mailers!) What
accounts for the continued popularity of what
is essentially a rulebook for writing English?
Usefulness is the primary explanation: The
authors’ simple rules of grammar and usage
and principles of composition, form, and style
are invaluable tools for producing clear and
concise prose. What writer would not benefit
from Strunk’s admonition to “omit needless
words” and to “choose a suitable design”? Or
from White’s advice to “write in a way that
comes naturally” with “nouns and verbs” and
to “revise and rewrite”?
However useful a work might be, its impact
depends on the effective communication of
its message. The authors’ ability to engage
the reader in The Elements of Style is an equally
important source of the book’s lasting appeal.
White’s stylistic elegance and sincere sympathy
for the budding writer draw the reader in
the cabal, while Strunk’s personality and wit
entertain. Consider Strunk’s explanation of the
proper use of nauseous and nauseated:
“The first means ‘sickening to contemplate.”
while the second means ‘sick at the stomach.’
Do not, therefore, say ‘I feel nauseous,’ unless
you are sure you have that effect on others.”4
The authors’ successful communication also
rests in their creative use of examples, drawn
from the works of literary icons and modern
writers (e.g., Toni Morrison’s Beloved in the 2005
edition) to clarify a point. As the reader pauses
to consider and practice rules contained in
4

Strunk, W. Jr. and White, E.B. The Elements of Style. 2005
edition.
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the examples,
from White’s estate,
the authors’
Kalman supplied
message is
this lift through
reinforced. A
creation of 56
similar effect
paintings that have
is created by
been interspersed
Maira Kalman’s
throughout
illustrations in
to illustrate
the most recent
specific points of
edition of the
style. Kalman’s
book.
illustrations are
Designer,
colourful and
author, and
whimsical. They
illustrator of
smack the absurd
12 children’s
and resonate
books and
with Strunk and
myriad covers
White’s wit and
of The New
humour. Like the
Yorker, Kalman
authors’ examples,
is known for
Kalman’s portraits,
her dreamy
landscapes, and
documentation
still life renderings
of daily
of objects from
The
paperback
illustrated
edition
of
Strunk
&
White’s
life and its
everyday life give the
The Elements of Style.
absurdities.
reader pause to stop
Stumbling
and consider the
on The Elements of Style at a yard sale,
text, providing another “gentle reminder”––a
Kalman apparently found sentences
visual cue to help new and more experienced
in the text “incredibly full of visual
authors summon this aid to good writing. [[][[
5
reference,” and since grammar “can be a
bit dry,” she was determined to give the
Mary Allen
book a “needed lift.”6 With permission
marylallen@editors.ca
5
6

The New York Times, October 19, 2005. Available
at www.nytimes.com/2005/10/19/arts/19styl.html.
Talks Maira Kalman: The illustrated woman. March 2007.
Available at www.ted.com/talks/view/id/182.
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Members’ corner

Why did you become an editor?
The short answer to why I became an editor
is that I love words and could fuss with them
endlessly. The long answer is that my friend
Sarah Mitchell (a.k.a. Smitchell) used to give me
letters she’d written to look over when we were
co-workers. One day she asked, “Have you ever
considered editing for a living?” Actually, I hadn’t.
It never occurred to me that someone might
want to pay me for my fussing. Thanks, Sarah.

Caroline Kaiser
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Member’s corner

Becoming an editor has allowed me to slow down and taste
words in a more relaxed and contemplative way. As a writer
and famished reader, I was inspired by panic. So many
words and so little time! Now I rest on each letter and feel
the shape grow and change beneath my eye. I’ve discovered
this to be a more respectful approach to language. Also,
I’ve learned a great deal from the editors with whom I’ve
worked. My appreciation for this skill has grown as a result
and I want to become more like my red-penciled mentors.

Noreen Shanahan
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Networking events

Networking events
Compiled by Sara Promislow with Jen Govier
The Professional Writers Association of Canada (PWAC) Toronto branch holds monthly
evening seminars where you can learn the tricks of the trade from a panel of experts
and ask questions during a formal Q & A session. On TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 2008
(registration, 6:30 PM; seminar, 6:45 PM to 8 PM), the panel will focus on
People, places, things: The long and short of writing profiles
Location: Northern District Library, Room 200, 40 Orchard View Boulevard.
Cost: PWAC members, free; general public, pay what you can ($10 suggested).
Afterward you can join the panelists, PWAC members, and other writers for Cheers with
Peers at the Duke of Kent, 2315 Yonge Street.
The Professional Writers Association of Canada (PWAC) is Canada’s national
organization of professional freelance writers. Founded in 1976, PWAC has been
promoting the rights and careers of freelance writers and journalists for over 30 years
and has almost 600 members. PWAC Toronto is Canada’s largest PWAC chapter, with
over 150 members who write for a variety of local, regional, and national newspapers
and magazines, as well as Web sites, corporations, small businesses, government agencies,
and charitable and non-profit organizations. Web site: www.pwactoronto.org
Another event of interest is the following workshop at Uxbridge Durham College,
Write your own Web site with WordPress. The workshop will take place on
SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 2008, from 9 AM to 4 PM.
During this six-hour workshop, students will sign up for a free WordPress.com Web
site and create their own individual basic Web site. The course includes a copy of My
Learning WordPress Workbook. This workbook will walk you through the steps of creating
the site, as well as designing it based on your site goal. The course is taught on a PC with
Internet Explorer but is applicable to Mac users.
Instructor: Rich Helms
Cost: $110 + GST. Maximum Class Size: 18 students
Location: Uxbridge Durham College, Testa Professional Building, 2 Campbell Drive,
Uxbridge, Ontario.
Visit www.richhelms.com/?p=219 for more details and to sign up.
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